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  New Queer Photography Benjamin Wolbergs,2020-04-15
Includes works by more than 40 photographersFeatures drag,
gender, queerness, and transsexuality in all their varietyFine-art
and documentary photography blending eroticism, culture,
lifestyle, and critiqueArt, more than anything, opens up the
possibility of approaching one's own sexuality beyond the limits
imposed by taboos. Not only does it allow for a risk-free, playful
exploration of gender and forbidden desires, but it is unique in
capturing its contradictions.In recent years, a young and active
queer photography scene has emerged, helped in large part by
social media. Indulging their desire for self-presentation,
affirmation, and reflection, many photographers portray male
homosexuality in particular as a private idyll. At the same time,
they shine a critical light on their own and society's approach to
transsexuality and gender roles and expose the corrupting but also
affirmative power of pornography.Films, series, and mainstream
cultural appropriation suggest that society has largely embraced
queer lifestyles. However, a number of documentary
photographers provide evidence that being gay or lesbian can still
lead to marginalization, isolation, stigmatization, and violence in
certain countries and communities. Their works also take the
regime of sexuality itself into account and show that many bans on
same-sex contact have colonial origins.This carefully researched
and richly designed book introduces around 40 contemporary
photographic positions, including those of well-established
photographers such as Florian Hetz, Matt Lambert, Ren Hang,
Exterface, Luke Austin, Ferry van der Nat, Jeremy Kost, Zanele
Muholi, and Robin Hammond, as well as plenty of unknown and
less well-known talent. With texts by Ben Miller from Schwules
Museum Berlin.
  Neural Information Processing Mohammad Tanveer,Sonali
Agarwal,Seiichi Ozawa,Asif Ekbal,Adam Jatowt,2023-04-12 The
three-volume set LNCS 13623, 13624, and 13625 constitutes the
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refereed proceedings of the 29th International Conference on
Neural Information Processing, ICONIP 2022, held as a virtual
event, November 22–26, 2022. The 146 papers presented in the
proceedings set were carefully reviewed and selected from 810
submissions. They were organized in topical sections as follows:
Theory and Algorithms; Cognitive Neurosciences; Human Centered
Computing; and Applications. The ICONIP conference aims to
provide a leading international forum for researchers, scientists,
and industry professionals who are working in neuroscience,
neural networks, deep learning, and related fields to share their
new ideas, progress, and achievements.
  Manual for Quality Control for Plants and Production of
Structural Precast Concrete Products Precast,2021-07
Specifiers, producers, testing labs, inspection consultants,
teachers, designers, and quality technicians should all have a copy
of this QC manual. These standards and the accompanying
commentary will serve as a strong foundation for a plant's quality
system for the manufacture of structural precast concrete
products and for the manufacture of structural precast concrete
products with architectural finishes
  Embroidered Life Sara Barnes,Sarah K. Benning,2019-09-03
This is not your grandma's embroidery book. Featuring a die-cut
case with actual stitching on the front cover, Embroidered Life
shows that illustrations created with needle and thread can be
strikingly contemporary. From beautiful botanicals to bold
affirmations, the work of self-taught fiber artist Sarah K. Benning
gives any embroidery enthusiast, art lover, or plant fanatic a new
appreciation for the craft of needlework. In this eye-catching art
book, popular blogger Sara Barnes guides readers through
Benning's innovative embroidery process and successful business
model, offering behind-the-scenes insights to inspire makers and
creative entrepreneurs.
  RSMeans Illustrated Construction Dictionary
RSMeans,2012-10-05 This concise student edition of the most
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widely used dictionary for construction and design professionals
offers clear explanations of essential construction-related terms
and concepts. Illustrated throughout with explanatory drawings
and photographs, it is an indispensable reference for beginning
and advanced students in construction, architecture, design,
facility management, real estate, and other related fields. Features
include: Easy-to-understand definitions of nearly 10,000 terms,
phrases, and abbreviations from every area of construction More
than 1,400 drawings and photographs that help clarify concepts
Up-to-date coverage of new industry trends, including building
automation, energy conservation, green building, historic
preservation, and more An extensive reference section with plan
symbols, conversions and equivalents, and more
  The Materiality of Learning Estrid Sørensen,2009-04-27
Based on classroom ethnography, Sorensen investigates how
different forms of learning arise when different learning materials
are involved.
  TechnoBlocks ,2019-08
  Handbook of Construction Tolerances David Kent
Ballast,2007-03-16 The comprehensive guide to construction
tolerances, newly revised and updated How much may a steel
frame be out of plumb? What are the expected variations of a
precast concrete panel? What is required to successfully detail
finish materials on masonry? Updating and expanding on its
popular first edition, the Handbook of Construction Tolerances,
Second Edition remains the only comprehensive reference to the
thousands of industry standard tolerances for the manufacture,
fabrication, and installation of construction materials and
components-- including all-important accumulated dimensional
variations. Covering new materials and techniques developed
since the book was first published, the Second Edition of this easy-
to-use reference features: * More than 100 drawings illustrating
the tolerance concepts * New sections on measuring compliance
with tolerance standards; right-of-way construction; autoclaved
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aerated concrete; tilt-up concrete panels; interior stone wall
cladding; structural insulated panels; decorative architectural
glass; laminated architectural flat glass and bent glass * New
guidelines on how to incorporate tolerance requirements in
drawings and specifications * New information on how to apply
tolerance information during contract administration With the
Handbook, architects, engineers, contractors, interior designers,
lawyers, and others involved in the construction industry will be
armed with the information they need to design and detail more
accurately, write better specifications, establish normal practice
and standards of care, supervise construction, settle worksite
disputes, and save time and money at every stage of building.
  The Art of Precast Concrete David Bennett,2005-08-26 As a
building material, precast concrete allows a wide range of
sculptural forms and design options. By treating the surface in
various ways, fascinating textures and fine finishes can be
produced. This book provides a systematic overview of the variety
of applications for such concrete elements throughout Europe.
Author David Bennett provides in-depth information on newly
developed, especially lightweight forms of concrete such as GRC
(Glass-Fibre Reinforced Concrete), Ductal and CRC (Compact
Reinforced Composite). A selection of some 24 projects which are
of particular significance, are documented in detail and provide a
wealth of inspiring design ideas. The appendix comprises an
overview of the building practices in the individual European
countries and the availability of concrete elements. Amongst the
buildings documented are the Scottish Parliament Building in
Edinburgh by Enric Miralles Benedetta Tagliabue, the Synagogue
in Dresden by Wandel, Hoefer, Lorch + Hirsch, and the Mexican
Embassy in Berlin by González de León.
  English-Serbian dictionary of civil engineering Branko
Vukičević,2000
  Use of Fly Ash in Concrete ,1989
  Untangling Cultural Influences on Human Cognition:
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Integrating Evidence across Cultural Contexts and Methodological
Approaches Eirini Mavritsaki,Panagiotis Rentzelas,Karina J.
Linnell,Moritz Köster,2021-09-27
  Concrete and Masonry Databook Christine Beall,Rochelle
Jaffe,2003 Concise answers to all your questions about concrete
and masonry It's all here: the concrete and masonry information
you need to work more efficiently, avoid costly problems and
mistakes, minimize risk, reduce waste ... and maximize profits!
Industry experts Christine Beall and Rochelle Jaffe save you
countless hours of searching through dozens of manuals or
esoteric pamphlets, presenting the data in a quick-find,
straightforward, heavily illustrated format. You get fingertip access
to valuable practice tools and job-simplifying material, including
more than 1000 tables, charts, graphs, and line drawings ...
guidance on thermal, fire, and weather resistance ... current ASTM,
ACI, and TMS standards ... UBC, MSJC, and IBC code requirements
... essential concrete and masonry data ... listings of industry
standards. You can count on thorough, detailed coverage of key
topics, including: products and materials; mortar, grout, and
concrete mixes; form work and reinforcements; site and
landscape.
  Architectural Precast Concrete Walls ,2002
  Concrete Technology Today ,1980
  Computer-Related Risks Peter G. Neumann,1994-10-18 This
sobering description of many computer-related failures throughout
our world deflates the hype and hubris of the industry. Peter
Neumann analyzes the failure modes, recommends sequences for
prevention and ends his unique book with some broadening
reflections on the future. —Ralph Nader, Consumer Advocate This
book is much more than a collection of computer mishaps; it is a
serious, technically oriented book written by one of the world's
leading experts on computer risks. The book summarizes many
real events involving computer technologies and the people who
depend on those technologies, with widely ranging causes and
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effects. It considers problems attributable to hardware, software,
people, and natural causes. Examples include disasters (such as
the Black Hawk helicopter and Iranian Airbus shootdowns, the
Exxon Valdez, and various transportation accidents); malicious
hacker attacks; outages of telephone systems and computer
networks; financial losses; and many other strange happenstances
(squirrels downing power grids, and April Fool's Day pranks).
Computer-Related Risks addresses problems involving reliability,
safety, security, privacy, and human well-being. It includes
analyses of why these cases happened and discussions of what
might be done to avoid recurrences of similar events. It is readable
by technologists as well as by people merely interested in the uses
and limits of technology. It is must reading for anyone with even a
remote involvement with computers and communications—which
today means almost everyone. Computer-Related Risks: Presents
comprehensive coverage of many different types of risks Provides
an essential system-oriented perspective Shows how technology
can affect your life—whether you like it or not!
  Social Statistics and Ethnic Diversity Patrick Simon,Victor
Piché,Amélie A. Gagnon,2015-08-17 This open access book
examines the question of collecting and disseminating data on
ethnicity and race in order to describe characteristics of ethnic and
racial groups, identify factors of social and economic integration
and implement policies to redress discrimination. It offers a global
perspective on the issue by looking at race and ethnicity in a wide
variety of historical, country-specific contexts, including Asia, Latin
America, Europe, Oceania and North America. In addition, the book
also includes analysis on the indigenous populations of the
Americas. The book first offers comparative accounts of ethnic
statistics. It compares and empirically tests two perspectives for
understanding national ethnic enumeration practices in a global
context based on national census questionnaires and population
registration forms for over 200 countries between 1990 to 2006.
Next, the book explores enumeration and identity politics with
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chapters that cover the debate on ethnic and racial statistics in
France, ethnic and linguistic categories in Québec, Brazilian
ethnoracial classification and affirmative action policies and the
Hispanic/Latino identity and the United States census. The third,
and final, part of the book examines measurement issues and
competing claims. It explores such issues as the complexity of
measuring diversity using Malaysia as an example, social
inequalities and indigenous populations in Mexico and the
demographic explosion of aboriginal populations in Canada from
1986 to 2006. Overall, the book sheds light on four main
questions: should ethnic groups be counted, how should they be
counted, who is and who is not counted and what are the political
and economic incentives for counting. It will be of interest to all
students of race, ethnicity, identity, and immigration. In addition,
researchers as well as policymakers will find useful discussions
and insights for a better understanding of the complexity of
categorization and related political and policy challenges.
  AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures, 1993
American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials,1993 Design related project level pavement management
- Economic evaluation of alternative pavement design strategies -
Reliability / - Pavement design procedures for new construction or
reconstruction : Design requirements - Highway pavement
structural design - Low-volume road design / - Pavement design
procedures for rehabilitation of existing pavements : Rehabilitation
concepts - Guides for field data collection - Rehabilitation methods
other than overlay - Rehabilitation methods with overlays / -
Mechanistic-empirical design procedures.
  Engineering for Dams William P. Creager,1961
  Garretsonian ,1912
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from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to
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collections are as well as launched, from best seller to one of the
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way we access
information. With
the convenience,
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and accessibility it
offers, free PDF
downloads have
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best book in our
library for free trial.
We provide copy of
Facemix Composite
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find are reliable.
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